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Chapter 1

Foreword

At the end of my study of artificial intelligence I had to do a research project.
It was a big wish of mine to do this in another country because I wanted to
have the experience of living abroad. Thanks to my supervisor Rineke I was
able to get a position at the research Institute for Artificial Intelligence in
Barcelona. Shortly after this Santi, who also worked at this institute, offered
me a room in which I could stay during this project.

So there I went with a plane and a couple of bags to a city that I hardly
knew, to work and live with people I did not know anything about. It felt
like jumping into a deep dark pool but everything turned out to be all right.
It has been a great time in Barcelona and the project that I enrolled in was
very interesting. After five months I was, to a certain extent, even able to
understand the Spanish language.

I would like to thank Caries Sierra, Ramon Lopez de Màntaras and DIdac
Busquets for all their support during my project. Rineke Verbrugge sup-
ported me very well with her advice and helped me writing my report. Fur-
thermore I would like to thank Santi, Bernard and Maarten because of their
help and their friendship during my stay in Barcelona. Also the people that
worked in the same room as I did during the writing of my report, Alex,
Arjan, Ernst-Jan, Jan-Wilem, Marcia and Mathijs have been a good help
every time I did not know what to write anymore. I would also like to thank
my girlfriend Anke and my good friend Diederik because of their advice on
my report. At the end I want to thank my mother because she has also been
a good supporter during the whole time of this project.
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Chapter 2

Introduction

This report is written about a project of which the goal is to make an au-
tonomous robot navigate through an unknown environment. This project
has been the focus of research of a PhD thesis [3]. When this robot is given
a goal that it has to move to, it will have to find its way through any kind of
territory and with any kind of obstacles that it can possibly encounter. It has
to do this without any intervention by people. The algorithms that are writ-
ten for this robot could be implemented in the software for a Mars exploring
robot. Of course this is a very difficult task and therefore it has to be started
with in a simple way. To do this, a navigating robot is first programmed
and tested in a laboratory-like environment. This means flat floors, easily
recognizable landmarks and good visibility. The robot is a Pioneer robot
equipped with a camera and bumper sensors.

This project has been conducted over a number of years because a lot of
problems have to be solved [4J. One of the problems that has to be solved is
the way the robot has to map its environment. In the future it has to be able
to recognize the different landmarks in the area that it moves through. Those
landmarks can be chairs, walls, trees or rocks. Still this is too ambitious at
this state of the project. Therefore in the testing area where the robot is
being used pictures are placed that the robot can recognize as landmarks.
These pictures are barcode-like.

When a person is mapping his environment he uses all kind of objects and
places as reference points. He does not calculate the distances between these
objects or places. He only estimates these distances and, more important, he
estimates the position of such an object with respect to other objects. In this
way someone can plan a route from object to object to one's goal location.
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This is the same thing that is being done at this project. The robot
encounters several objects and estimates the distance towards these objects
and between these objects. With this information it draws a map about
its environment. This map is composed of a set of triangles of which the
vertices represent landmarks. Now the robot is able to plan a route through
this set of triangles driving from one triangle to another ending up at its goal
landmark.

9

Fig. 2.1: Markfinder the robot

Fig. 2.2: Markfinder in its environment



Of course the robot, that is called Markfinder, can still get into a lot of
problems. It can encounter obstacles. If so it has to include these obstacles
into the map. A landmark can turn up to be located at another place then
expected because its location was not estimated in a precise way. When the
algorithm encounters this, the map has to be rebuilt with this new informa-
tion.

Furthermore when there is no solution to travel through the environment,
because it turned out that there are too many obstacles blocking the way,
the robot has to drive around this mapped environment. Therefore it has to
be able to find its route outside the mapped area.

This is what we had reached when this part of the project was ended.
Of course this is just the beginning of the whole project. Hopefully in

the end Markfinder will be able to select its own landmarks and find its way
through much more difficult areas. In the end it might even be sent to Mars.
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Chapter 3

Theoretical background

3.1 History of navigation
To be able to navigate it is necessary to build a map of the environment in
which you want to navigate. It is only after you have done this you can plan
a route towards the target location. Most of the animals that we know of
have found a way to do this. Some animals only have primitive methods of
map Manager. Bees for instance have eyes with which they can not make
sharp pictures of what they see. So they keep track of the dark and light
spots on their visual field. Other animals, humans for instance, do it in a
very advanced way.

One of the dreams of artificial intelligence is to make a robot that can
navigate fully autonomously through an unknown environment. But before
this will be reality there will be a lot of work to do. In the past ten years
there have been a number of experiments that have brought this dream a
little closer.

A simple example is the so-called Braitenberg-creature. These creatures
are simple robots that have only one type of behaviour. The cause of this
behaviour is purely mechanical. At the front of the robot there are two solar-
energy panels, one at the left front side and one at the right front side. They
point both to the front so they react to a light source that is placed at the
front of the robot. These solar-energy panels are connected to two motor
units activating two wheels at either side of the robot. There is a third wheel
that has no motor. It is only used to keep the robot stable. When the sensors
and motorunits are cross connected, this means that when the left panel is
lit, the right wheel will drive forwards, see fig 3.1, and the robot will turn to
the left. When the right panel is lit, the robot will drive to the right. \Vhen
both ones are lit, the robot will drive forwards. Of course when the left panel
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is lit a little more than the right one the robot will still turn left although it
is also moving forwards. In this way the robot will drive towards light.

When these panels and motor units are normally connected, see fig 3.1,
this means the left panel is attached to the left motor and the right panel to
the right motor, the robot will turn away from light. See figure 3.1.

Light Source

Fig. 3.1: braitenberg-creature. As you can see both robots have solar panels at the front.
These are connected to two motor units. The right one is cross-connected. The left one is
normally connected.

3.1.1 The subsumption theory
In the early eighties researchers in robotics were more and more confronted
with the enormous complexity that a system has to be designed with when
it has to perform in the real world. Some of the problems that occurred were
run-time problems. An algorithm that has to solve a navigation problem,
for instance, had to do too many calculations, so it would not function in a
proper way anymore.

It was time for a new approach. This new approach was started by Brooks
[2]. It meant that when an architecture was created, all the different inputs,
for instance the input of a certain sensor, caused their own output. So the
input was not interpreted in a central system, it was interpreted in a small
system for that particular sensor. Some behaviours were interpreted in a
central system but then one behaviour was stronger than another one. This
means that the different behaviours were placed in a hierarchical order. Some
behaviours could even overrule other behaviours. \Vhen enough different
inputs are interpreted you could build a very robust system. The idea was to
tightly couple perception and action instead of using a simple sense-plan-act
model. This idea was not only useful in physical robots but also in computer
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algorithms. A good example was a robot called Ghenhis [2]. All the paws of
the robot had their own sensors and their own interpretation of the sensory
input. Therefore each paw had its own behaviour. See fig 3.2.

3.1.2 Interacting with the environment
In the nineties a man called Luc Steels has created an environment in which
a somewhat more advanced Braitenberg creature has to survive [13]. This
environment is more or less an ecosystem of its own. He used a table with
a small fence around it so the robots could not fall off. In the middle of the
table he placed a loading station. This loading station is some sort of gate
which will, when the robot drives through it, fill the battery of the robot.
On top of the gate there is a blue lamp. Furthermore there is a group of
parasites. Parasites are cylindrical formed collision detection sensors. These
sensors have a yellow lamp on top of them. When the robot touches one these
sensors, the light goes out and the parasite is temporarily out of function.
When all parasites are turned on, the loading station is not working anymore.
When all are turned off, the station is working at full capacity. So each
parasite is taking some of the capacity of the station. There are also some
obstacles in the environment. Prof. Steels has designed a robot that can
survive in this environment. It has a normal camera to locate the blue and
yellow lights and an infrared camera to locate obstacles.

14
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The algorithm that the robot uses, has four behaviours.

• the robot will continue to drive at a certain speed.

• the robot will turn away from obstacles.

• the robot will turn towards blue light.

• the robot will turn towards yellow light.

These four behaviours are not all equally strong. The strength is altered
according to a motivation-parameter. When the batteries are almost empty
the desire of driving towards the loading station will be stronger than when
the batteries are filled. This robot turned out to be very capable to survive in
its environment. It collided with the parasites so the robot itself could take
the energy from the loadding station that it needed and it did not collide
with the obstacles.

In a later stadium another kind of robot was created [1]. It was a
robot called Miguel and it was used to model the behavior of the praying
mantis. It walked on six legs, it jumped, it rested and it hunted for preys
(these were represented by a orange boxes) and it hid for predators (these
were represented by green boxes). It even had a sex drive which made it go
after mates that were represented by purple boxes. All these behaviors were
activated or suppressed by different drives. Sometimes the robot was hungry,
because it had not catched a prey for a long time, and at another time it
was aifraid because a predator was nearby. A layered behavioral architecture
turned out very succesfull to model the behavior of an insect.

Fig. 3.3: The behavior of Miguel, the praying mantis. In the first two pictures Miguel
does not move because there is a predator nearby. Once the predator is removed Miguel
moves towards a prey. In the last picture you can see that it has found its prey it moves
towards a mate that is not visible in the picture.
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3.1.3 Bees

In Zurich at the Max-Planck-Institut the following experiment was con-
ducted. Matthias 0. Franz, Bernard Scholkopf and Heinrich H. Buithoff
used a white chamber and in this chamber they hid some sugar water near a
black dot [7]. Then they let in a bee. This bee was equipped with a sensor
so the computer could register its location every 100 ms. After several trips
to the white chamber the bee knew that the sugar water was placed near the
black dot. It immediately went there. When the sugar water was removed,
the bee still went to the black dot to search. When the dot was replaced by a
bigger one, the bee started to look further away from the dot. The conclusion
was that the bee used the dot as a reference. It used visual information to
navigate. Probably it remembered a picture of the surroundings of the sugar
water spot. \Vhen it again tried to reach that place it attempted to move in
such a way that its visual input changed into the image that it had already
seen.

At the Zoological institute of the university of Zurich already another
feature of the bee was discovered [11]. They found out that when a bee had
found a food source it tends to fly around this source to gather information
about the environment. It tried to acquire information about the surrounding
landmarks. The image flow information could then be used to find the same
source later that day.

In another experiment the attempt was to make the bees' way of navigat-
ing work in an artificial way [7]. This was done with a riding robot equipped
with a camera. This camera didn't look directly at its environment. It used
a ring-shaped mirror. In this way it had a panorama of 360 degrees. In the
area where the robot moved, they put a number of miniature houses. In the
interpretation of every snapshot the algorithm only looked at the brightness
of every part of the picture. The shape and the position of the houses was
only important for the amount of shade that it produced. Around the en-
vironment they placed a number of easily recognizable landmarks. These
landmarks were placed outside the direct environment. A colour camera was
placed above the environment to locate the position of the robot. See fig
3.4.

First the robot was shown the home position and took a snapshot so it
could recognize the place in a later stadium. Then they placed it at a location
nearby. The algorithm was built in such a way that it could calculate the
direction in which it had to move by interpreting the snapshot taken from
a location near the home position. They did this at locations throughout
the environment. After this the robot was able to draw a map with which
it could find out in which direction to drive to reach the target location or
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another location from which the home position was reachable.

Fig. 3.4: the environment

3.1.4 Multi-agent systems
What is a multi-agent system? This is a model of cooperating agents [10].
These so-called agents are algorithms or other kinds of intelligent entities.
When these agents work together they can accomplish very difficult tasks,
even when these agents have a simple architecture of themselves. This is
possible because most tasks that seem difficult in the first place can be divided
into several simpler subtasks. Every agent will be responsible for its own
subtask. The agents also need a manner in which they can communicate
with each other so they can exchange information and even negotiate about
decisions.

There is no good definition of what is to be called an agent and what
is not. You can say that it has to do with the following items. Agents are
always put in a certain environment. This environment can be the real world
or for example the internet. They perceive this environment, or at least a
part of it, by receiving sensory input. It also has to be autonomous. Thereby
it has to make its own decisions otherwise it is not an agent.

An agent has to be flexible in its behaviour so it can respond in a proper
way when the environment is different than expected. When the agent notices
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that its environment changes in a way that it affects the way the agent has
planned to reach its goal, the agent has to act on it.

Most agents are what is called pro-active. They have a certain goal and
they behave in an opportunistic way to reach that goal. In their struggle
they only go for this goal. Of course they can influence each other and they
can help each other by sending information that another agent needs, but
the purpose of an agent is to fulifihl its own goal, not that of another one.
When an agent is active it decides by itself whether it will act or not. It
takes its own initiative.

Then there is the social part. Agents have to be able to communicate
with other agents or with humans, either to cooperate with or to compete
against each other. AU these features are important to make an agent capable
of solving its own problems in order to make a multi-agent system solve a
bigger problem.

These multi-agent systems have some similarities with subsumption archi-
tectures. Some behaviours are more powerfull then others. Some behaviours
can overrule other behaviours when the system is confronted with a certain
event. Multi-agnt systems are an ideal method to solve problems that have
either multiple viewpoints or that need a combination of several methods to
be solved. \Vhen a difficult task has to be done, the task can be divided into
smaller and easier to understand subtasks. The engineer can then write the
algorithm for every agent one by one. After this the engineer has to develop a
manner in which these agents help each other by communicating. The writ-
ing of such an algorithm is much easier and in this way the architecture has
less complexity. This also means less mistakes. For this reason a Multi-agent
system (MAS) is often chosen as an architecture for navigation.

However there is the problem that when a computer has to perform a
difficult task that takes a lot of computing time, one computer is not sufficient
to perform this task in real time. Of course it has to when you are doing a
task like navigating. This problem can be avoided by giving every agent its
own processor.

There is also a big disadvantage of MAS. The algorithms are larger and
take more time to compute every decision when all agents need to negotiate
to reach the decision.

3.1.5 Navigating with Multi-agent systems
There has been an interesting experiment with a real robot that could navi-
gate and plan its route. It was conducted by Hu, Gu and Brady [9]. They
built a robot that was equipped with a multi-processor laptop. They man-
aged to make it navigate through an indoor as well as through an outdoor
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environment. It navigated while using its sonar units and it also had a cam-
era with which it could check where it was. The architecture was composed
of several agents. It contained a task planner, and an optimal path planner.
One of these agents was an agent that was only concerned with avoiding
obstacles.

These agents all received the sensory information from the sonar and
camera units. They all sent their commands to the different steering and
driving units of the robot. A so-called "Feedback Control Loop" took care
of communication between the different agents.

The robot was tested in a simulation as well as in a real environment.
It behaved very well but it could only navigate in areas that were already
mapped.

3.1.6 Mapping
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Fig. 3.5: An environment is first mapped into a metric map and after that the information
from this metric map is changed into a topological map.

If you want to make a robot able to navigate in an unknown environment
it is not only important that you build a good architecture. It is also very
important to make it able to map its own environment. The robot has to
be able to derive its position from the map by extracting some information
from its sensors. Furthermore it has to be able to plan a route through
that map and it has to be able recognize the route from the map by the
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information that it receives from its sensors while travelling. To be able to
plan a route through a map the map should be changed from a metric map
into a topological map. See for example fig 3.5. In an article David Filliat
and Jean-Arcady Meyer discuss several methods of exploring and mapping
unknown environments [6].

3.2 The ARGOS-project
The purpose of the ARGOS-project is to program a robot in such a way
that it can navigate through an unknown territory. This means that it can
be placed in an area where it has never been before, or of which it has no
information where it can drive through and where there are obstacles.

The robot that is being used is a Pioneer robot with four wheels. It is
able to drive over all kinds of terrain. It is equipped with a stereo vision
camera and it has front and rear bumpers that have collision sensors.

The robot searches for landmarks that are situated throughout this envi-
ronment. The robot is equipped with a camera which can turn 300 degrees.
This was never chosen. It is just that the camera has got this limitation. The
landmarks that are used are barcode-like pictures, which the robot can recog-
nize by using an image-recognition algorithm. According to these landmarks
it will try to build an internal map of the environment.

In the near future the robot should also be able to navigate through a
more difficult environment, for instance a terrain with hills or even outdoors.
In the end it should even be able to select its own landmarks, like rocks or
furniture, instead of using barcodes.

The map the robot uses is a fuzzy map. It calculates the distances between
the landmarks but the distances are represented in fuzzy numbers. This is
because the robot is not able to calculate these distances in a precise way.

When the robot obtains a command to move to a certain target, the
target has to be in sight of the robot. The target is always a barcode. After
the command the robot will try to reach this target and it has to be able
to do this although its target landmark will perhaps temporarily disappear
from its visual field.

3.2.1 Calculating distances
The robot is not able to measure the distances and angles in a very precise
way. It works with fuzzy estimations. Still this does not mean that a land-
mark is not fixed. It is just fixed with a degree of imprecision. This also
means that when a landmark is not visible and it has to be calculated, it will
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be fixed with an amount of uncertainty. When a robot can only use a camera
instead of a sonar it is very difficult to let it estimate distances. Especially
when the landmarks are all kinds of objects of which the sizes are unknown.

To know the distance to a certain landmark the robot took a snapshot of
the environment with the landmarks and then counted the number of pixels
to calculate the height of the image of the barcode of a certain landmark
and with that the distance to this landmark. To know in which direction
this landmark is placed the algorithm looks where the landmark is seen in
the picture. To make these calculations, a function has already been created.
This was done in previous research.

To some extent this is also the way a human draws a map of its environ-
ment. A human calculates distances between objects in a room or outside.
\Ve also calculate the distance we travel by watching how the image of a
visual clue moves over our visual field and we use the same information to
build our map of the environment [8]. These distances are fuzzy distances
and these are used to plan a route to a target object or area.

In the future the robot should measure the distance to a landmark by
using its stereo vision camera.

When a certain landmark is not visible the position of this landmark can
still be retrieved by using so called Beta Vector units. See fig 3.6. A Beta
Vector Unit is a unit of four landmarks of which the spatial relationship is
known. \Vhen three of these landmarks are visible then the position of the
fourth can be calculated [121.

V

Fig. 3.6: Betavector unit. Landmarks T is not visible from position V' but it can be
calculated when the position of the other three landmarks is known.
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3.2.2 The ARGOS Multi-agent system
To decide which movement to make, the algorithm bases its decision upon
an interacting multi-agent system [4]. This is to make the architecture less
complex so it can be designed with a better overview and it makes the chance
of mistakes less plausible.

As can be seen in fig 3.7 the robot architecture consists of three systems:
the Pilot, the Vision and the Navigator systems. The pilot controls the motor
of the robot. It executes those manoeuvres that the Navigator system or the
Vision system demand it to do. Also the Pilot is responsible for avoiding
obstacles. So the Pilot or the Navigator can ask the Vision system to check
upon a certain landmark. Furthermore, all the agents of the Navigator can
ask the Pilot to move onto another landmark.

Target

Fig. 3.7: The ARGOS multi-agent system.

But all the agents will have different demands for the Vision agent and the
Pilot and they can not get all they want. To solve this problem the designers
have introduced a bidding mechanism. All the agents bid for manoeuvres
to turn the camera in a certain direction to the Vision System and they all
bid for certain manoeuvres to the Pilot. A communicator will then decide
what will happen according to the highest bid. This bidding does not work
with an exchange of some sort of currency that an agent can run out of. The
bidding is just a way of expressing the importance of a demand. The bids
that the agents make are all between 0 and 1.
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The Navigator itself consists of five agents: the map manager (MM). the
target tracker (TT), the risk manager (RM) and the rescuer (RE). These
agents all have their own task. For example, the map manager makes an
internal map of the environment and keeps it up to date as well as possible.
The rescuer gets into action at the moment that the robot is blocked. It will
then ask the Map Manager to compute a diverting target. All the bids of
these four agents to the vision or the pilot system are passed through by the
Navigation system to the communicator. The communicator, which is also
part of the Navigation system, gathers the bids of the other agents and then
decides which command will be sent to the Pilot and the Vision system. The
highest bid will be the winning bid. The Pilot also bids for moving the robot
and for moving the camera.

3.2.3 The map manager and the rescuer

bids and
information Agent Acronyms

(D
MM: Map Manager
IT: Target Tracker

CO RM: Risk Manager

Navigation . RE: Rescuer
bids and CO: Communicatorys em information

________________________

Fig. 3.8: The Navigation system.

During my project, my job was to add an algorithm to the map manager
with which it could update the map every time a new piece of information
about the environment was retrieved. The map has to be rearranged in such
a way that the robot can plan its route through it in the most economic
way with the smallest chance of errors. When an obstacle is encountered the
rescuer will ask the Map Manager to calculate a new route through the map.
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The Map Manager has to be able to do this. It knows that it has found an
obstacle when it has collided with it. Therefore it has collision sensors at the
front. When an obstacle is encountered this obstacle has to be integrated in
the map. Of course only big obstacles have to be integrated into the map.
The small obstacles should not because the Pilot will be able avoid small
obstacles.

At the beginning of this project there was not yet a good solution for
building a map. The only algorithm that existed was a code that created
some triangles randomly. It did not perform very well. Most of the maps
that were drawn did not connect all the landmarks with each other. This
meant that the robot was not able to reach its target location.
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Chapter 4

Research question

4.1 The map
\Vhen the robot has to navigate it will have to be able to plan a route. This
means it has to avoid obstacles and should not drive into any cul de sac. What
is needed is a map that can be represented into a graph of connecting and not-
connecting locations. At the same time the map must contain information
about the environment so the robot can use this information to retrieve its
current location. To know where it can drive it has to know to which areas
it can go and which areas are occupied with obstacles.

An interesting method of representing the obstacle-free territory in an
environment consisting of a mixture of free space and obstacles was done at
the St-Petersburg State Technical University [16]. They developed a method
to divide an area into larger and smaller rectangles that represent the free
space of the area. See fig 4.1. It was easy to retrieve information about the
accessibility of a rectangle because the area that was accessible was defined
by a mathematical equation. This was because the method was developed
for 3D computergames in which the whole area was known. Now a robot
only had to know which rectangles were connected to each other and then it
could plan a route.

This seems like the best solution to solve all the navigational problems
of the ARGOS-project. Unfortunately it is not. To make this idea work
the robot's algorithm has to know all the information of the environment in
advance. But in reality that is not the case. The project's aim is to develop
a robot that can navigate through an unknown environment. That's why
there was chosen for another approach. The robot has to look for landmarks,
whether these are rocks, furniture or barcodes, and then it has to build a map
around it, not knowing whether there are obstacles between these landmarks
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or not. In the laboratory setting there are little walls placed between these
obstacles. Of course in the real world the obstacles encountered by the robot
will not be the same, still this is a proper way of making the lab-environment
abstract enough to make the algorithm functional and still make it look
almost the same as the real world. Probably every obstacle in the real world
will be either a landmark itself, or it will be surrounded by obstacles.

4.1.1 The lab-environment
Now what does a good map look like in the lab-environment? The Map
Manager receives the location of a number of landmarks.

The map will be a group of connected trianglar regions. The landmarks
will be their vertices. This means that a triangle has a landmark at each
vertex. The triangles will touch each other with their sides so a triangle
is connected with another one when they have two landmarks in common.
In this way the robot can move from one triangle to another crossing the
border marked by two landmarks. It is important that every landmark is at
the vertex of at least one triangle.

Also a triangle can never cover a fourth landmark inside its shape. When
this happens you will have the problem of two triangles overlapping with
each other. There are also other possibilities of overlapping triangles. This
must also be avoided.

4.1.2 Fitness
Also the triangles have to be good triangles. When a triangle is too flat it
is difficult to see all the three landmarks at the same time when the robot is
too close to it. A triangle is called flat when one of the angles is very large.
See fig 4.2.
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I will introduce a measure for the usefulness of the map and call it "Fit-
ness". The more useful the developed map is, the more fit it is. The fitness
is not only dependent on the fact that the map is usable, it also depends on
the shape (visibility) of every triangle that is included. The less fiat that a
triangle is, the more fit it will be. Triangles should not be to big either. if
they are, the landmarks are also difficult to see at the same time when the
robot is near.
So the fitness of the map will be calculated on four items.

• Every triangle has to be connected with every other triangle, either
directly or via other triangles.

• No triangle can have a fourth landmark included.

• No triangle can overlap with another triangle.

• The shape of each triangle has to be as fit as possible.

• Every landmark has to be part of at least one triangle.

2

Fig. 4.2: The left triangle (non-colinearity = 2.09 * 2.09 * 2.09 = 6.28) is fitter than the
one on the right (non-colinearity = 4.19 * 1.05 * 1.05 = 4.62) because the left one is less
fiat. The angles are calculated in radials.

4.2 Methods
So the goal of this project was to write an algorithm that can build the best
possible map. This algorithm will just have to solve a mathematical problem.
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To build the best possible map (the fittest) it has to be able to calculate the
fitness of a single triangle first. The fitness of a triangle depends of the shape
and size. To calculate this, the following formula is used.

Fitness[triangle] = A.F(size [triangle]) + (1—A). NonColinearity[triangle]

where 0 < A < 1

size[triangle] will make the size of the triangle between 0 and 1. It uses a
hyperbolic tangent function. So if the size of the triangle tends to infinity,
size(triangle) will tend to 1. The F-function will then change this outcome
in a manner that a big triangle will be almost 0 and a small triangle will be
almost 1.

F(size[triangle]) = 1 — size [triangle]

If the size of the triangle is zero then F will be zero too.
Non-Colinearity[triangle] multiplies the three angles (measured in radials)
of the triangle with each other. Thus a low non-colinearity (that is a high
colinearity) corresponds to being rather "flat".

4.3 The scope of this project
The question that has to be answered at the end of this project will be:
Is the new implementation performing better than the previous one? This
means that the new algorithm draws maps that are much more useful and
give the robot a bigger chance of reaching its target landmark. The best
option would of course mean that the robot would always be able to reach
the target location.

4.4 Scientific relevance for Al
How is this whole project related to Artificial Intelligence? The goal of
the ARGOS-project is to build a robot that can navigate through unknown
territory. Although at this moment only tests are done in a laboratory-like
environment and the landmarks are barcodes, in the end the robot has to
be able to find its way through a landscape with elevating terrain, rocks and
trees instead of barcodes and changing light. This technology can then be
used to make robots that can be used in for instance a Mars-mission. This
is necessary because at the moment that you have a robot on another planet
the communication with it will be so delayed that driving it by hand is not
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possible anymore. You need a robot to which someone can just say: "You
see that rock over there? Go to it and contact me when you arrive."

This project is really at the border of two different kinds of technology
of Artificial Intelligence. In this project the theories of Multi-Agent systems
and the technology of mapping and navigation are combined.
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Chapter 5

Writing the code

5.1 The basic idea
The first idea to solve the problem was, that when a list of all the known
landmarks was entered, the algorithm would form a list of all the possible
triangles. First the triangles that had a landmark inside their shape were
removed. These triangles were placed in a list and sorted on their fitness.
Then every triangle that could be missed in the map was removed starting
with the least fit one. A triangle could be missed if the list of remaining
triangles would still connect every landmark with each other either through
a triangle or through connecting triangles. The definition of two triangles
connecting each other meant that they had two landmarks in common.

5.1.1 Is there a landmark inside?
I found an algorithm to check if there is a landmark inside a triangle. For
a certain triangle and for every landmark in the list of landmarks, it first
calculated whether the landmark was near the triangle. It formed a square
around the triangle. If the landmark was inside this square then the landmark
was near the triangle and the algorithm continued. This first check was
introduced to save processor time. Then to see if the landmark was really
inside this triangle there was another check.

For every vertex of the triangle it was checked whether the landmark was
inside this vertex. As you can see in fig 5.1, the landmark inside every vertex
because for every vertex you can say that angle B + angle C = angle A. If
it was inside each vertex then it was inside the triangle.

At first this idea of map managing seemed to be the perfect solution. It
was not. Even with very few landmarks most of the maps turned out wrong.
It had triangles that were overlapping each other. See fig 5.2. The cause
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of this was that there was no planning in the placing of the triangles. This
means that every map that turned out to be good, you could state that the
proper placing of the triangles was based upon coincidence.

Fig. 5.1: A LndmarkisinsideavertifangleB+angleC =angleA

Fig. 5.2: A simple map that goes wrong.
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5.1.2 Let's fix it
A small part of the map with a little problem can always be fixed. This also
counts for two triangles that overlap each other. The following solution was
found. A function was added to the code so it checked all possible pairs of
triangles whether they were connecting to each other. Two triangles connect
if they have two landmarks in common. If so another function would check
whether they were overlapping.

5.1.3 Do they overlap?
If two triangles have two landmarks in common it means that they are con-
nected to each other. Then the function chooses one of these landmarks.
Then the edge between the two triangles is called the border edge. The
other two edges of each triangle that starts from the chosen landmark are
called Edge 1 and Edge2. Then if the angle of Edgel and Edge2 is the same as
the angle between Edgel and the border edge plus the angle between Edge2
and the border edge it means that the triangles are not overlapping. See fig
5.3 and 5.4. There is no overlapping of both triangles if the angle between
edgel and edge2 is the same as the sum of the angles between both edges
and the border edge.

Fig. 5.3: There is no overlapping of both triangles if the angle between edge! and edge2
is the same as the sum of the angles between both edges and the border edge.
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So there is no overlapping if:

L(Edgel n Edge2) = L(Edgel fl BorderEdge) + L(Edge2 fl BorderEdge)

If there is an overlapping then:

L(Edgel n Edge2) L(Edgel n BorderEdge) + L(Edge2 fl BorderEdge)

If two triangles do overlap, then another function will rebuild that part
of the map by changing one of the triangles as can be seen in fig 5.5.

Fig. 5.5: The left map has two groups of two overlapping triangles. In the right one these
parts of the map are repaired. Still the map should contain more triangles to be more
useful
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But still this way of map building made too many mistakes. When the
maps became bigger some triangles overlapped with each other without hav-
ing any landmark in common. If two triangles did not touch each other it
was impossible to calculate if they were overlapping. Also in the case of good
maps there was also the problem that a map should contain more triangles
to be more useful. See fig 5.5. Therefore there had to be found another
solution.

5.2 The second idea
The second idea was to build a map that would grow. Every time a landmark
or a list of landmarks was introduced the map would add them one by one.
Often the robot encountered a group of landmarks at once. The new function
would wait for the first four landmarks. Then it wou'd build a map of two
triangles. After that more landmarks could be entered. It waited for the
first four landmarks, instead of three, because of technical reasons of the
main program. \Vhen you have four landmarks there are two maps that you
can create. Both consist of two triangles. It created both and then calculated
which one was the fittest map by multiplying the fitness of both triangles
with each other. The fittest was then to become the real map.

Then when a fifth landmark was added, there were two possibilities. This
new landmark was either inside an already existing triangle or it was not. If it
was then all possible triangles connecting the landmark with the existing map
were created. After this another function checked for every pair of connecting
triangles if that pair would be fitter if they were to be "flipped". "Flipping"
means that when you have a part of the map consisting of two overlapping
triangles you decide to change these two triangles into the other possibility of
two triangles. In this way the map would become as fit as possible. Although
you never know if there could be a combination of triangles that would even
be fitter.

The other possibility was that the new landmark was inside an already
existing triangle. If so, the existing triangle was deleted from the list of
triangles and three new triangles were created.

5.2.1 Then do these overlap?
Also this algorithm made some mistakes. Some triangles still overlapped.
But this time they only overlapped with one landmark. Another function
was created to check on overlaps with one landmark. It was very similar to
the one with two landmarks.
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The only difference with the previous function was that it checked for
every landmark if it was connecting overlapping triangles with each other.
Now it created good maps.

5.3 Moving landmarks
The landmarks in the area where the robot navigated did not move. It was
a static environment. But if the robot is going to estimate the position of
every landmark by watching how it moves along its visual field while riding,
then the positions will be very fuzzy and will get less fuzzy in time. This
means that a landmark can seem to be outside a triangle and then after a
while appear to be inside. A check to make sure that the map is still airight
was introduced. If this check turned out to be false then the map has to be
rebuilt again.

5.4 Planning a route through the map
To be able to plan a route through a map of triangles it is first necessary
to assign a cost for every part of every possible route. In this way it can
calculate a route with the least of cost. To go from one triangle to another
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there was a standard cost of 1. During planning, the route has to be found
with the least number of steps from one triangle to another. For calculating
this there was already a standard function available, called the Dijkstra-
algorithm. Probably in the future a function will be added that will calculate
a different cost for every triangle depending on the terrain and the slope inside
the triangle and the size and the shape of the triangle.

5.4.1 Dijkstra's algorithm
The Dijkstra algorithm is a very standard and well-known algorithm to solve
shortest path problems [5]. It was first introduced in 1959. When it is
confronted with a path finding problem it will first build a table of all the
locations used in the map in which it has to find its route. In this table it
enters all the costs for travelling from one location to another location that
is connected to this first location. Of course travelling from one location to
itself has a cost of 0. After this it will calculate all the costs of travelling
from one location to another via a third location and choose for every begin
and end the cheapest route. It will continue until it has a table containing
the lowest cost for a route from every location to every other.
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The only thing that was needed to use this algorithm in the Map Manager
was to make a node map. See fig 5.7. For this a function was written. Every
node in this map represented a triangle. The cost to move from one triangle
to another was always 1.

With the formed table it is very easy to retrieve a sub goal triangle that
the robot has to move to when it can not directly move towards the goal
triangle. It just compares the costs of travelling from the current triangle
and the goal triangle by moving via one other triangle that is connected to
the current triangle.

5.4.2 Unconnected areas
Sometimes the algorithm still wrote maps that consisted of two areas of tri-
angles that did not connect to each other. After a long time of searching
for possible bugs I caine to the conclusion that the problem had to do with
the way the algorithm rounded off its numbers. If the vertices between two
triangles were too small it sometimes concluded that the triangles were over-
lapping although they did not. This caused that a triangle that actually
had to connect two triangles was not entered into the map. Sometimes this
meant that the robot had to drive a longer distance and sometimes that the
robot could not reach its goal landmark.

As far as I can see the program language, C, did not leave a possibility to
solve this problem. Still there had to be a solution. From now on the checking
code that checked whether the map was still good also checked whether
all the landmarks in the environment, that were already encountered, were
connected through the map. If not, the map had to be rebuilt after some
landmarks were placed in another order in the list. In this way the algorithm
could not make the same mistakes again.

5.5 Navigating
To move along the planned route the robot moved from one triangle to an-
other. By moving from one to another triangle it drove into the direction of
the edge between the two triangles. It did this by keeping track of the two
landmarks that are on the borderedge. See fig 5.8.
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Fig. 5.8: The robot drove into the direction of the edge between the two triangles. It did
this by keeping track of the two landmarks that are on the borderedge.

5.6 Obstacles
In the area where the robot drove around there were some little stony walls
placed. These walls were high enough to stop the robot and low enough so
the robot could look over it. The robot knew that it had reached an obstacle
by colliding against it so its bumper sensors were touched. This obstacle is
placed in the map in the following way.

To know which lines between landmarks are obstacles and which are not,
it uses a table. When an obstacle is found. The data in the table is changed.
To avoid the problem of having an obstacle that is placed in the middle of
a triangle the map is rewritten in such a way that the landmarks that are
connected to an obstacle are introduced first. In this way an obstacle will
always be the edge of a triangle. Of course a feature was introduced in the
"flip" function that it cannot change the edge between two triangles when
this edge is actually an obstacle.

Every edge between two triangles has a certain cost to drive over it. This
cost is used in the planning of the most economic route. Normally travelling
from one triangle to another one has the cost of one. When it has to drive
over an obstacle it will be the cost of one billion. It should be a cost of an
infinite value but that is not possible to implement in this algorithm. In
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this way the robot will never decide to drive over an obstacle when there is
another way to get there.

Of course when there was an obstacle blocking the route there had to be
a new route calculated.

It must be noted that the robot will have to devide the obstacles it en-
counters into small obstacles (point obstacles) and big obstacles (linear ob-
stacles). Point obstacles will have to be avoided by the robot but it should
not take such an obstacle into account while planning its route. Linear ob-
stacles do have to be taking into account during the planning of a new route.
The algorithm that controlled the robot did make this difference. When it
encountered an obstacle it firtst tried to drive around it and then, when it
was not succesfull in this, it recognized it as an obstacle.

5.7 Navigating outside the map

Fig. 5.9: On the left is the normal map. On the right it is extended using fake landmarks.

When there is no other way through the map without crossing an obstacle,
the robot has no choice then to go outside the map. To make this possible the
map had to be extended. The first idea was to find out which landmarks were
at the border of the map. The lines going to the inside of the map starting
from these landmarks were extended with half the size of these lines. Then
a new imaginary landmark was introduced. This was a landmark that was
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not visible but the robot could still know the position from such a landmark.
With these imaginary landmarks it could build an extent ion of the map. See
fig 5.9. It must also be noted that the robot did not always need to see any
landmark to know where it was. It could know where it was by calculating
where it had driven to. Then the cost of travelling from one triangle to
another triangle if one or two of these triangles were placed outside was set
to 100. In this way the robot could still plan a route through the outer part
of the map, but only if it had no other choice.

This idea worked with a lot of maps. Of course I started to build maps
where it did not work. In some cases the outside area was just too narrow.

5.7.1 Navigating outside plan two
The new plan was actually much easier. The new function first calculated a
square around the inside-map. Then it multiplied the square with two and
fitted it around the first square, leaving a corridor between the old and new
square. At the vertices of this new square it placed two imaginary landmarks.
Then it placed a landmark in the middle of every edge around the square.
These eight landmarks were then introduced into the map one by one. In
this way it built great maps, for example the map in fig 5.10. Why didn't I
think of this earlier?
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In these outside maps there was no possibility to introduce any obstacles.
If it would encounter an obstacle it had to stop moving. In the future of this
project, when the robot has to identify its own landmarks it might be able
to form its own landmarks around new found obstacles. In this way a part
of the outside map can be placed inside.

5.8 Navigating towards the map
Then there was the poibility of a robot that is just so far away from the
map that it is not even in the outside area. See fig 5.11. When this happens
it has to drive towards the map. To make it drive in the right direction it
should be directed towards a landmark that it can see. So the landmark
that it is directed to should be the one that has the best possibility of being
visible. This means that it has to be the landmark that is real and that is
the nearest to the robot. So this function was also created.
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Chapter 6

Criteria for evaluating the
implementation

The previous chapter described how the Map Managing algorithm will write
a useful map. Now to decide whether the code was a good implementation a
number of criteria have to be formulated. Furthermore it has to be checked
whether it is better than other implementations with which other researchers
have tried to solve the same kind of problem. Also the question has to be
answered whether this was really the best way to solve the problem and
whether there is a better theory that could have been used.

The new code must be an improvement in comparison to the previously
used implementation that builds the map of the Map Manager agent. If it is
not then this research project has not been of any use.

6.1 Criteria

6.1.1 Testing the implementation
The last question, whether the new code improves on the previous one, must
be the simplest to answer. Both implementations, the new code and the
old code must be tested to be sure that the new algorithm has been an
improvement. The two codes will both be tested several times. The robot
will be sent to a certain location in the lab. For ten times it will be given
the command to ride to a certain landmark. For both codes the criterium of
success will be that it has reached the goal landmark, if not it will be booked
as a failure.
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6.1.2 Discussing the method itself
As we have already said in the chapter about the research question, there
were other ideas about how to write a good map of the environment. For
instance the method of dividing the environment into rectangles of various
sizes [16]. There must be more ideas and a big amount of them must also
have been successful. A critical question about whether the way the map
managing challenge was dealt with was really the best possible method must
be asked.

Probably the code, as it is presented in this report, will do very well.
But the test environment was not a very difficult one. It is a pity that
another more challenging environment, for example a maze, was not available.
Therefore the question about whether the code would also bring the robot
to its goal landmark in difficult areas can only be answered by a discussion.

If the method of using triangles was a good method, then still the question
must be answered if forming the triangles in the way that was done with
this implementation was the best method. Of course the maps that were
built looked very suitable but it again raises some questions. Shouldn't a
learning algorithm be used? A neural network or a genetical algorithm or a
combination of the two? Would a code that would build a group of different
maps, according to almost the same algorithm, that it could choose the best
map from, be more successful? \Vould the robot then be quicker in finding
its goal landmark?
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Chapter 7

Evaluation of the
implementation

7.1 The tests
To compare the implementation with the previous one, a series of tests was
done. These tests were done by making the robot start from two different
positions and then it was ordered to go to a certain landmark. Two different
starting locations were used. See fig 7.1. The goal landmark was always
landmark number 10. This was the only landmark that was visible from
more than five metres because it was bigger than the other ones.

starting S
position2 S

• £ 10

starting
postion1 S• S

Fig. 7.1: The testing environment. The goal landmark was always landmark number 10

The new implementation was tested 10 times: five times for every starting
location. The old algorithm was tested eight times: four times for every
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starting location. It was tested only eight times because after these eight
times it was very clear that the new implementation was much better.

7.1.1 The results
\Vith the old implementation the robot reached the target five times of the
eight trials (see test results in the Appendix). The three times it did not
reach the target were due to the fact that the map got so difficult to work
with that the computer did not have enough time to calculate what it had
to do. With the new implementation it reached the goal landmark nine
times out of ten. The only time it went wrong it probably got confused with
its odometry system. The wheels had slipped too much and the robot got
disoriented.

In every situation the new method was always faster than the previous
one except for one time that the robot drove directly to the goal landmark,
using the old method. Because of this the record time even stands with the
old method. It was very obvious to see that the maps of the new method
were much better. The only thing the robot did to compensate the bad
maps, when it was using the old implementation, was by using the object
avoidance algorithm. In this way it was able to go directly to the target.
But if the environment would be more difficult, like a maze, compensating
the map with the object avoidance will surely not be enough to reach the
target. If both the implementations were tested inside a maze the difference
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in successfulness between the two would probably have been much bigger.
Another reason for this is that the old method did not register any obstacles
into the map.

The difference in time that the robot needed to reach its goal between
using the old and the new method was not very big, except for the failures
of course. With the new method the robot needed 11% less time.

7.2 Discussion about the method itself

7.2.1 Observing the maps
The reason to build a new map building algorithm was because of the fact
that the old method created maps by just placing triangles in a random order.
In fig 7.3 you see one of the results. In this picture you see that between
landmarks nr 2, 30, 34, 37 a group of overlapping triangles is created and that
the upper right triangle is not connected with the rest. The map contains a
lot of this kind of errors. It must be very easy to see that the maps created
with the new method, that are shown in this report, are much more usefull.

Fig. 7.3: An example of a map created with the old method. You can see that between
landmarks nr 2, 30, 34 and 37 a group of overlapping triangles is created and that the
upper right triangle is not connected with the rest. The map is full of this kind of errors.
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When you look at the maps created with the new method, you will still
see that they sometimes contain minor mistakes.

Sometimes some parts of the map are not connecting with each other.
This is because the algorithm sometimes thinks that two triangles do overlap
with each other while in fact they do not, and one of the triangles is not
added to the map while it should. This only happens with when the angle of
a triangle that evolves from the landmark of which the overlap is checked is
very small. The algorithm is not able to calculate the overlap in an extremely
precise manner. Of course it was tried to overcome this by just using smaller
margins but for some reason it resulted in more mistakes. Probably C does
not work with numbers that are smaller than a certain value. The threshold
of how much a triangle can overlap until it is seen as an overlap has been
chosen as small as possible.

There is another problem. When you look at a map with an outside envi-
ronment (built by the second method) you see that two overlapping triangles
evolve. For example the map in fig 7.4. This is the case in every map with
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an outside world and it is always at the same place. After searching for a
long time without success for the bug that causes this it was decided that
it should then be accepted that all the maps with an outside area contain
one mistake. Anyway it is still possible to plan a route through such a map
successfully and it does not interfere with any obstacles because there are no
obstacles in an outside environment.

7.2.2 Would it work in any environment?

wall

Yes, probably the new implementation would work in any environment.
The method that was developed is applicable to every possible environment
as long as all the obstacles are surrounded by landmarks. So if a rock was
introduced in the environment it should be surrounded by four landmarks.
In this way, if the robot would collide with this rock it will notice that
it has collided with an obstacle that is located at the edge between two
triangles. This edge will of course be a line between two of the four landmarks
surrounding the rock. If a maze would be composed of straight walls and
at all the vertices of these walls there would be placed a landmark then it
could write a map of triangles that gives a precise insight of which areas are
accessable and which are not.
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Looking at the method used it is clear that it can work in any environment
as long as all the lines that can be drawn around an obstacle are marked with
landmarks. During the development of this code it was tried on all kinds of
creative environments that were created in a testing algorithm. These fake
environments also contained obstacles.

The only thing that it did not include in its maps were changes in height
but that is outside the scope of this project.

7.2.3 A growing environment
When the robot has to find its route through an environment which it can
not oversee it will still be able to find its route. Because of the outside
environment that it can generate, it can always plan a route to its goal,
even when it is not possible to plan a route to its goal through the inside
environment because of the obstacles. In such a case it will eventually find a
route through the only passages in the inside environment and then through
the outside environment. In this way it will extend its view by making the
map grow along with the places it travels to see fig 7.6 and fig 7.7.

a

. .

Fig. 7.6: When an environment is designed as a trap for the robot, the robot will first
plan a route towards the goal landmark, not knowing that there are obstacles blocking its
route. When it has encountered these obstacles it can get into a situation in which it does
not know how to reach the goal landmark. At first it does not see the landmark behind
it, outside the environment.
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Fig. 7.7: When escaping from the trap, the robot will plan a new route using the outside
environment. Once it has encountered a new landmark it can rebuild the environment
and then plan a route through a normal triangulated environment.

7.2.4 Should triangles be used?
To make a map that a robot can use to plan its route through, the robot has
to know which areas are accessible and which are not. Furthermore there has
to be information placed inside the map which the robot can use to navigate.

To answer this question first of all we need to understand that the goal
of the ARGOS project was to develop a robot that can move through an
unknown environment and while moving through it, it has to map its envi-
ronment. So the used method should not be compared to a method that is
used to map an environment that is already known. In some way it should
therefore include some sort of recognizable landmarks.

The experiment described in the experiment in St Petersburg did not use
landmarks [16]. But this does not mean that the method of using accessible
and non accessible rectangles could not have been a good method for the
ARGOS project if landmarks would have been integrated into the map.

But you can expect that an obstacle is either surrounded by landmarks or
it is a landmark itself. If the robot would be used to drive through an outside
environment all the outer parts of all the possible obstacles, like cars, rocks,
trees and even the ending of a wall, can be recognized as landmarks. This
means that a map should consist of lines connecting the different landmarks.

If all the landmarks would be placed in a grid-like pattern then rectangles
might be a better solution, if not then it will have to be triangles. Using a
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pattern of triangles is just a more robust method.
Maybe a combination of all kinds of different shapes could also be a good

solution. A map could consist of triangles, rectangles, polygons or any other
kind of figures. An algorithm could include a rectangle when four landmarks
are placed in a somewhat rectangular pattern and otherwise decide to use a
triangle. Would this be a better solution? At present we cannot decide.

7.2.5 Was this the best method in building triangular
maps?

The algorithm that was built did not follow any theory about how the most
economic map should be build. The theory that was formed about map
building guaranteed that all the landmarks would be connected with each
other through a network of connecting triangles, no triangle should overlap
any other triangle and obstacles should be placed in the map as non-crossable
edges between landmarks. After every sequence of adding new landmarks and
triangles it checked locally whether some advances could be made by changing
a pair of connecting triangles into another pair of connecting triangles. This
built very suitable maps, as the test results showed.

Of course a question has to be asked if the maps that it built were also
the fittest maps possible in a certain environment. One possibillity could
be that an algorithm would write all kinds of possible maps consisting of
triangles and then choose the fittest one. But this kind of algorithm would
be too much time consuming and that would not work for the kind of project
as the ARGOS project. The Map Manager has to calculate its maps while
driving through its environment.

In the previous chapter the idea of a neural network or the use of genetical
algorithms was mentioned. The idea of using this kind of learning technicues
is very interesting. It could very well be a topic for research in the future.

Maybe other methods exist in building triangular maps. Maybe they
are better. But the method that was used now built maps that were very
useful. It was also a robust method, it was even tested with up to a hundred
landmarks, which is very important in an unknown environment. It was also
a fast working algorithm. it is clear that the method that was used was a
successful one. It created maps in real time. Probably another method that
will create the most optimal map shall need more time to create its maps. In
a lot of projects there is always a discussion about efficiency v.s. optimality.
This implementation is almost optimal and efficient enough to be used while
the robot is driving.
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7.3 Other experiments that tried to solve the
same problem

At the end, this project will have to be compared with other projects that
have tried to solve the same kind of problem. Finding exactly the same kind
of projects seemed not possible. In this section a projects that has been
confronted with a somehow similar challenge will be discussed.

7.3.1 Squares again
The method that was developed in St Petersburg was also a succesful mehod
[16], although it was an implementation that was developed for 3D computer
games. The method of squares that were used for representing the areas
where an agent could enter were placed on floors (for humanlike agents)
and on ceilings (for spider like agents). For flying insects a 3D environment
consisting of star shaped accessible zones was introduced. For all the areas
a node map was used to model where every agent could move to and how.

This extension to three dimensional environments could also be done for
the method of the ARGOS project. It lies outside the scope of the project
but the network of triangles could be extended to a network of tetrahedron-
shaped blocks. See fig 7.8.

Fig. 7.8: A tetrahedron-shaped block.

But as mentioned before, the method developed at the St Petersburg
State Technical University was intended for computer games. It is easy to
develop an area of of squares that represent the area that an agent or robot
can move through when the environment is already known or as in this case
even designed. \Vhat can be done is that when the Map Manager writes
a map of triangles, after that it divides the map into accessible and non
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accessible squares, as can be seen in fig 7.9. But it would just be a waste of
extra time without adding any advantage. Furthermore it is difficult enough
to calculate in which triangle of a map the robot is when it has only got a
small number of visual clues. It will be even more difficult to calculate in
which square it is when a triangle is composed of different squares. Of course
a square can never be bigger than a triangle because it would then have a
landmark inside and a landmark itself is a not crossable obstacle that the
robot has to avoid.
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Fig. 7.9: Twice the same environment mapped with different methods.

In the ARGOS project it was intended to build a map by making as few
assumptions as possible in advance and a triangle is a very flexible figure. Of
all the geometrical figures the square is a very peculiar example.

7.4 Should a Multi-agent system be used?
Then there is a last question to be anwered that is a little bit outside the
scope of this mapbuilding project. It is about the ARGOS project itself.
Should the robot be controlled by a multi-agent system? In using multi-
agent systems you always have an amount of overhead calculation and this
takes extra time. This might be a problem because the robot has to operate
in real time. In most cases when the problem is not too complex it is better
to write one code which does it all.

But the goal of this project is not just to build a map and plan a route
through it, the goal is to make a robot that is so autonomous that it can
find its way in an environment about which there is no information available.
Therefore the robot has to decide where to look to gain information about
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the environment. It has to decide where to drive, not only to reach its goal
but also about where to drive to gain information about certain landmarks.
These tasks are all so complex by themselves that it would be a very difficult
task to write it all down in one code. You have to have a very precise idea
about how all the forces work that have to take care that the robot does
those things that it has to do. This is almost impossible when a project like
this is started.

In this project there is a lot of different and in most cases a very specific
expertise needed to generate the different decisions that the robot needs.
Also the interpretation of the information that the robot needs to process is
too complex to implement into just one algorithm. Therefore I think that
using a multi-agent system was the best thing to decide for.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

The challenge that was represented at the beginning of this project was stated
as follows: "Make an algorithm that will build the best possible map con-
sisting of triangles that connect any possible number of landmarks with each
other." Looking back on this challenge it seems that this goal was achieved.
The implementation was tested on all kinds of combinations of landmarks
and it turned out to be very robust.

As mentioned before the new implementation was more successful than
the previous one. \Vhile it reached its goal landmark nine times out of the
ten tests and while the only time that it did not it was due to a failure that
was not caused by the map, it can be concluded that the implementation
achieved all the objectives of the project. Comparing the maps of the old
algorithm and the new one by eye, one must come to the same conclusion.

Furthermore the maps sometimes contained one or two mistakes. At least
one when the outside area was used. But in the practical use these mistakes
had no negative effects on the capabilities of the robot.

8.1 From a bigger perspective
Looking back on the theoretical background the goal of building a robot that
can map and navigate through an unknown environment has come a little
closer. Of course when a robot that will use the techniques of the ARGOS
project will go to Mars a lot of features have to be added. The robot has to
be able to find and recognize its own landmarks, like rocks or other things,
and also the maps have to contain differences in height. But even now the
code could already be used.

The ARGOS project shows that the science of autonomous robots has
evolved largely since the first Braitenberg creatures. But still in an important
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matter the architecture has stayed the same. The ARGOS robot also works
with a layered decision system although it is now represented through a
multi-agent system. Therefore the ARGOS robot has the capabilities to
reason about its environment instead just being reactive like a Braitenberg
creature.

This could very well be the future of autonomous robots. When the tasks
of autonomous robots will get more difficult in the future, for instance in
very well skilled football playing robots, a multi-agent system might be the
most successfull option. In this way a connection is visible between the very
first autonomous robots and the robot of the ARGOS-project. The ARGOS—
project itself has some great promises for the future.

8.2 Possible risks in the future
8.2.1 Inaccessible areas
Possibly building maps while only using landmarks is not enough to navigate
in an unknown environment. In this project we expect that every obstacle is
mappable with the landmarks that surround it. But it is very well possible
that there are obstacles in the real world that are not visible for the robot.
Yet the robot will have to know where these obstacles are. This means that
the robot should also include inaccessible areas in its map that are only
defined by coordinates.

A group of researchers at the Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh
PA [15] have developed a method to map inaccessible and accessible areas by
letting a robot drive through an area, in this case one floor in a building. To
make sure that it detected the accessible areas at the right positions they used
a second robot that stayed at one place and the exploring robot measured its
position with respect to the position of this robot. It detected which areas it
could enter by measuring the position of the walls with a distance measuring
laser.

It might be a good idea to equip the robot of the ARGOS-project with a
distance measuring device. And it might be a good idea to include inacces-
sible areas in the map that are defined in coordinates with respect to certain
landmarks.

8.2.2 Moving landmarks
Then there is the assumption that the area that the robot drives through is
a fixed environment. Sebastian Thrun states that this can never be a serious
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expectation [14]. Of course the environment changes and probably in most
environments a large amount of the landmarks will move, except maybe on
Mars. Therefore I think that the robot has to be equipped with an algorithm
that detects and ignores moving landmarks. It has to know when the change
in the position of a landmark is due to a new estimation on the robot's part,
or due to a movement of this landmark.
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Chapter 9

Recommendations for future
research

Probably in the future someone will work on the Map Managing code and
will try to improve it or add extra features. As stated in chapter 6 the code
contains two mistakes of which it would be better if they were to be solved.

9.1 Solving bugs
The code contains a bug that should be located. For some reason the maps
of the outside area always contain an extra triangle that overlaps two other
triangles. It is not a big problem because the robot can still navigate with
such a map but it should be removed. Someone should search the code very
thoroughly until it is found. It should be somewhere.

Another more important problem is that the code can not work with error
margins that are too small, when calculating overlaps of triangles. When the
margins are too big it labels triangles as overlapping when they are not.
When the margins are too small it labels triangles as not overlapping when
they do overlap with another one. The reason for this should be found
in the compiler. Maybe another compiler can solve this problem. Maybe
an adjustment should be made in the code in the use of another kind of
variable,one that does not round up in a low amount of numbers.

9.2 Enhancing the code
During this project I spent a lot of time enhancing the code. All kinds of
small adjustments were made to make the whole implementation work more
efficiently. This is an important thing to do because the whole system that
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operates the robot has to work in a real environment and all the decisions
have to be made in real time. This means that every time a new landmark
is encountered or the location of a landmark has changed, the new map has
to be built as quickly as possible. Probably there are some possibillities in
making the implementation work more economically. During the writing of
this project report I started wondering wether it is true that in some cases
the same information might have been calculated several times at every point
where it was needed, when it would be only necessary to calculate it once
and to store the results for re-use.

When I entered into this project I had no experience in programming in
C. I did do an internet-course in this language but during the project I wrote
C in such a way that it looked very similar to Pascal. I have the feeling that I
did not use all of the possibilities that are available in C to write a algorithm
that is performing as economically as possible.

9.3 Testing in a maze
In chapter 6 it was stated that the method used was so robust that it would
work in every possible environment, even if this environment was a maze.
Unfortunately we can never know for sure because it was not tested in such
an environment. It would be an interresting idea if someone would still do
this.

9.4 Learning algorithms
During the development of this project it was mentioned that the map man-
aging algorithm could be a learning algorithm. Maybe a neural network or
a genetic algorithm or a combination of the two would work. This could
be a interresting research project although I do not think that it will work
in a better way than the implementation that was developed now. Both
possibilities will now be sketched in somewhat more detail.

9.4.1 Neural networks
A big danger in using a neural network is that it always generates an answer.
Whether this is an answer that should be listened to is a big questionmark.
It does not guarantee reliability of this answer. You never know for sure that
it will deliver a reliable map in every possible environment. On the other
hand, with the code represented after this project you do.
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Then there is the question whether a neural network is suitable to rep-
resent the information about the number of landmarks and the positions of
them. A neural network can never represent more landmarks than the num-
ber of input cells that it contains. This means that the use of this code will
be limited to maps of a certain size. However this can be very suitable for
a certain implementation. Of course when you know how a neural network
that generates maps has to be built it should be a small step to enlarge it
and to train it with the same kind of training algorithm. To build a training
algorithm the code to generate maps that was built during this project can
be used.

9.4.2 Genetic algorithms
The use of a genetic algorithm could be found in an algorithm that compares
several maps on their fitness. \Vhen a set of landmarks is presented a number
of maps can be drawn containing a set of triangles. After this the fittest map
can be chosen according the fitness of the triangles, the number of overlapping
triangles and the number of connected landmarks. A danger in using this
kind of idea is that the algorithm gets stuck in a local optimum. And then
there is the problem that possibly this algorithm will be very slow. However
it might create better maps than the algorithm presented in this thesis, and
maybe it will work very economically.

9.4.3 Learning algorithms for outdoor environments
I think that the advantage of using a learning algorithm is not in creating
better maps, its only advantage shall be that the code works faster. This
does not mean that our own algorithm is slow, because it is not. In the
environment of the laboratory it worked fast enough. But I have some doubts
about the fastness of this algorithm when it is being used in an outdoor
environment where the floor is not flat and where location of the objects
that are used as landmarks is too fuzzy. In this way there will be incoming
information about the location of the landmarks all the time. Landmarks
will turn up to be outside and then again inside a triangle and the maps have
to be rebuilt more often than in the lab environment. And then when a large
number of landmarks is being used it can be a problem to let the code work
in real time.
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9.5 The Delaunay algorithm
At the moment that I had finished the writing of this report I found out that
an algorithm called the Delaunay algorithm already exists. It was mentioned
to me that it works similarly to my algorithm. This algorithm is a method
to devide a 2D or 3D environment into triangular, not-overlapping, regions
but it does not worry about "fitness".
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Appendix

Test results
NEW METHOD

average: 221.8 (only successes)
Starting at 29,4,17: (starting point 2)
Target: 10 Succ: 1 Time: 254.000000 Path:
Target: 10 Succ: 1 Time: 242.000000 Path:
Target: 10 Succ: 1 Time: 298.000000 Path:
Target: 10 Succ: 1 Time: 269.000000 Path:
Target: 10 Succ: 1 Time: 227.000000 Path:

average: 258.0

OLD METHOD

Starting at 29,4,17: (starting point 1)
Target: 10 Succ: 1 Time: 299.000000 Path:
Target: 10 Succ: 1 Time: 248.000000 Path:
Target: 10 Succ: 0 Time: 355.000000 Path:
Target: 10 Succ: 0 Time: 514.000000 Path:

average : 273.5 (only successes)

Starting at 26.17,21: (starting point 2)
Target: 10 Succ: 1 Time: 386.000000 Path:
Target: 10 Succ: 1 Time: 269.000000 Path:
Target: 10 Succ: 0 Time: 260.000000 Path:
Target: 10 Succ: 1 Time: 146.000000 Path:

average : 267 (only successes)

[1099.590664 - 1144.471916]
[1091.997042 - 1136.568350]
[1303.755216 - 1356.969715]
[1202.668003 - 1251.756493]
[984.365793 - 1024.543989]

[1211.000743 - 1260.429345]
[985.572784 - 1025.800245]
[1512.240460 - 1573.964561]
[2159.489365 - 2247.631 788]

[1 502.305105 - 1563.623681]
[1304.732915 - 1357.987320]
[1103.751621 - 1148.802707]
[705.569156 - 734.367898]

Starting at 26,17,21: (starting point 1)
Target: 10 Succ: 1 Time: 266.000000 Path: [1186.826358 - 1235.268250]
Target: 10 Succ: 0 Time: 240.000000 Path: [989.481031 - 1029.868012]
Target: 10 Succ: 1 Time: 177.000000 Path: 815.362966 - 848.643087]
Target: 10 Succ: 1 Time: 193.000000 Path: [902.462935 - 939.298157]
Target: 10 Succ: 1 Time: 312.000000 Path: [1168.842175 - 1216.550019]
Target: 10 Succ: 1 Time: 161.000000 Path: [768.587554 - 799.958475]
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Fig. 9.1: As you can dearly see, With the new method the robot needed less time to reach
its goal landmark, starting from location 1. In these graphs only the successes are shown.

Fig. 9.2: Time needed to reach the goal landmark, starting from location 2.
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